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Aqa Law As
This is the second edition of the highly-successful GCSE Law. It is an ideal resource for students on a range of GCSE Law courses. The text
assumes no prior knowledge of the subject. Specialised legal vocabulary is introduced and explained clearly in every chapter and the book
covers a wide range of topics. These include: differences between civil and criminal law, court structure, settling disputes, legal aid, family
law, tort, European law, powers of arrest and applying the law. In short everything you need to know about the legal system for success on an
introductory course. Other key features include: - Student activities - Full GCSE syllabus coverage - Examination questions
Packed with insight into contemporary issues and analysis of the latest developments in UK and US Politics, including the 2019 UK General
Election and 2020 US election, this textbook is specially designed to help your students perform to the best of their abilities in the AQA
Politics Paper 1 and Paper 2 exams. This Student Textbook: - Strengthens your students' understanding of comparative politics through
dedicated comparative politics chapters and synoptic links throughout - Builds your students' confidence by highlighting key terms and
connections between different topics in the specification - Develops your students' skills of analysis and evaluation through activities, debates
and exam-style questions - Provides answer guidance for exam-style questions online at www.hoddereducation.co.uk
This new edition of the bestselling AQA AS Law has been fully updated and revised by expert authors to reflect changes to the law and to the
AQA specification. Providing comprehensive coverage of the AQA AS Law course, this textbook includes numerous up-to-date cases and
activities to aid application of knowledge to a range of contexts. New case studies and up-to-date examples help students grasp legal
concepts. Key terms and cases highlighted alongside the main text to aid revision. Updated and revised exam practice questions.
AQA A-level Law for Year 2Hachette UK
COMPLETELY NEW FOR THE AQA 2017 SPECIFICATIONS: New law and new cases, plus free online interactive exercises and guide for
teachers. Written by an experienced teacher and senior examiner, this book covers all you need for AQA Tort law AS and A-level Years 1
and 2 with 50 tasks plus self-test questions and a full examination paper (all with answers at www.drsr.org). It also includes an introduction to
the nature of law. Separate books cover other subject areas and are competitively priced. For both students and teachers it means you won't
have to carry too much around and can just take what you need to the classroom. Criminal law for both AS and A-level has been published,
other areas will be coming soon. AQA would only give approval to one publisher so this book does not carry an official badge of approval.
However the AQA Portfolio Curriculum team kindly gave advice on content and assessment to help me ensure it covers the specifications
correctly and makes the required links to the other topics. Key features include tasks and self-test questions throughout, examination pointers
and highlighted key cases and key principles to help with application of the law, plenty of diagrams and examples to bring the subject to life
and ideas for connecting the law of tort to the English legal system and concepts of law. To go with the book there are free interactive
exercises and a free guide for teachers, both at www.drsr.org This book can be used as a self-study guide as well as in the classroom. It is
written in a lively, clear and accessible way and is designed to help students of all learning styles to understand the subject. Although written
for the AQA specifications, it covers much of the OCR tort law content and is a useful introduction to the law needed for higher-level courses
such as the Chartered Institute of Legal Executives course and various Law degree courses. Other books by Sally Russell The 'law
explained' series offers a more in-depth coverage of individual areas of law with additional tasks, examples and examination practice. This
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means you can pick those topics for which you need more guidance (all the answers to tasks are included in the booklets). As for other titles,
these change quite regularly and new books may be available by the time you read this. For the most up to date list of what is available
please check my author's page on Amazon or visit my website at www.drsr.org. All my books are available in both Kindle and paperback
format.
Get your best grade with My Revision Notes: AQA AS Law. Unlock your full potential with this revision guide which focuses on the key
content and skills you need to know for AQA AS Law. With My Revision Notes for AQA AS Law you can: - Take control of your revision: plan
and focus on the areas you need to revise with content summaries and exam tips. - Show you fully understand key topics by using need-toknow cases to add depth to your knowledge of legal issues and processes. - Apply legal terms accurately with the help of definitions and key
words on all topics. - Improve your skills to tackle specific exam questions with self-testing and exam-style questions and answers.
Exam board: OCR Level: A-level Subject: Law First teaching: September 2017 First exams: Summer 2018 Target success in OCR A Level
with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and
practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes
every student can: · Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner. · Enjoy an interactive approach to
revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into context. · Build, practise and
enhance exam skills by progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities. · Improve exam technique through exam-style
questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachers. · Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers
to the activities available online.
AQA Law for A2, Second edition, is the new edition of the essential textbook for students of AQA Law, designed to address the most popular
options chosen at this level. It covers fully Concepts of Law (Module 6), Criminal Law 1 and Contract Law (Module 4) and Criminal Law 2 and
Law of Torts (Module 5). Written in accessible language and packed with activities, key facts charts and exercises, AQA Law for A2 continues
to provide the best available coverage of the specification. Key features: Key facts charts to summarise the main topics Activities, exercises
and exam practice throughout Presented in a manageable, user-friendly format Full coverage of the synoptic module Written by highly
experienced examiners and authors Used with AQA Law for AS, Second Edition (ISBN: 978 0 340 88992 2), it provides full coverage of AQA
A Level Law
This new edition of the bestselling AQA A2 Law has been fully updated and revised by expert authors to reflect changes to the law and to the
AQA specification. Providing comprehensive coverage of the AQA A2 Law course, this textbook includes numerous up-to-date cases and
activities to aid application of knowledge to a range of contexts. New case studies and up-to-date examples help students grasp legal
concepts. Key terms and cases highlighted alongside the main text to aid revision. Updated and revised exam practice questions.
Written for sixth form and college students, AS Law covers the content of AS Law for AQA and OCR students in a lively and reader-friendly
style. Topics are broken down into manageable parts, with clear headings and are illustrated throughout with photographs, diagrams, boxes
and illustrations. Each chapter includes: an introduction outlining learning objectives relating to the subject specifications 'developing the
subject' sections explaining a particularly important or difficult point in more detail, designed to challenge more able students a list of useful
websites enabling students to access primary law materials intended to support chapter-by-chapter reading 'it's a fact!' sections highlighting
interesting and contemporary applications of the legal principle under discussion dedicated sections providing detailed examination of key
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cases, within the context of the chapter discussion hints and tips for revision topics and strategies helping students to prepare for the types of
questions that are most likely to come up in exams. The book contains a wealth of opportunities to test and apply knowledge, with revision
quizzes, quick tests and sample questions and answers within each chapter and there are additional opportunities for self-testing and revision
available via the Companion Website. This third edition has been revised and updated to take into account the new 2008 AQA specifications
and contains a new chapter on contract liabilities, as well as expanded material on sentencing and court procedures. It also addresses recent
legal developments such as the establishment of the Ministry of Justice, changes in the legal profession and the constitution, and the reform
of the House of Lords. AS Law provides a stimulating and exciting approach to the subject, profiling famous legal figures and examining law
in films, fiction, non-fiction and on the internet whilst offering comprehensive coverage of the AQA and OCR subject specifications fulfilling all
syllabus requirements.
Cover all the AQA AS level topics clearly with this textbook written by the leading A level Law author. Up to date, accessible and now with
more past papers to prepare students for their exams, AQA Law for AS, Fifth Edition, is matched to the course. Jacqueline Martin has helped
hundreds of thousands be successful in studying law. She has ensured that this book addresses every topic in detail. - Reflect recent
changes in the legal system, in areas such as sentencing, tort of negligence and contract law - Clarify difficult concepts and help students
remember the key information with illustrations, cartoons and activities - Help your students to practise with activities throughout - Prepare
your students for their exams with the new Exam Tips feature plus exam questions based on recent AQA papers
Understand all the AQA A2 level topics with this textbook written by leading, reliable experts in A level Law. Up to date and accessible, AQA
Law for A2, 4th Edition, is matched completely to the course. The authors, Jacqueline Martin and Chris Turner, have helped hundreds of
thousands be successful in studying law. Together they have ensured that this book addresses every topic in detail. - Incorporate recent
changes to the law, including full details of the Criminal Justice and Coroners Act 2009, into your lessons - Clarify difficult concepts and help
students remember the key information for revision with illustrations, cartoons and activities - Monitor student progress with activities
throughout - Prepare your students for their exams with the new Exam Tips feature plus exam questions based on recent AQA papers
Exam board: AQA Level: A-level Subject: Law First teaching: September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 Target success in AQA A-level
with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and
practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes
every student can: · Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner. · Enjoy an interactive approach to
revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into context. · Build, practise and
enhance exam skills by progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities. · Improve exam technique through exam-style
questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachers. · Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers
to the activities available online.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Law First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam: June 2018 This title has been approved by
AQA Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 AQA A-level specification with this textbook written by leading Law authors,
Jacqueline Martin and Nicholas Price. This engaging and accessible textbook provides coverage of the new AQA A-level Law specification
and features authoritative and up-to-date material on the important changes to the law. - Book 1 covers all mandatory units for AS-level and
for year 1 of a two-year course. - Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and activity
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tasks increase your understanding of more difficult concepts. - Practice questions and 'check your understanding' questions to help your
students prepare for their exams. Authors: - Jacqueline Martin LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has taught law at
all levels. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law and an A-Level Law textbook author.
Builds students' understanding and provides ready-prepared revision solutions to develop confidence and exam skills. This workbook for
AQA Law AS Unit 1 will help build your students' understanding of all key topics. For use either in class or for homework, this full-colour
workbook provides instant lesson solutions for specialist and non-specialist teachers: stimulus materials on all the topics followed by sets of
questions designed to develop and test skills. - Help your students put what they have learned into practice with additional exam-style
questions - Save valuable preparation time with self-contained exercises - Assess responses with answers online at
www.hodderplus.co.uk/philipallan/workbooks Special school prices available for multiple purchases, see here for details:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Schools/philipallan/Student-Workbooks.aspx
'A2 Law for AQA' follows the same format as the AS book but in the depth required for A2. It is tailored to the specification and covers all the
AQA options for A2. It builds on what students learnt at AS to ensure they reach the levels expected of them in their A2 exams.

Cover all the AQA AS level topics clearly with this textbook written by the leading A level Law author. Up to date,
accessible and now with more past papers to prepare students for their exams, AQA Law for AS, Fifth Edition, is
matched to the course. Jacqueline Martin has helped hundreds of thousands be successful in studying law. She has
ensured that this book addresses every topic in detail. Revised to reflect recent changes in the legal system, in areas
such civil cases, legal profession, legal aid, sentencing and jury service
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain endorsement for this forthcoming title. Build
strong subject knowledge and skills with the only published course to offer full and comprehensive coverage of the
syllabus for examination from 2023. -Engage with relevant and up-to-date case examples to illustrate key topics. - Build
knowledge with key elements covered and skills-targeted activities throughout. - Test understanding with a range of
activities and exam-style questions. - Extend learning with Internet research boxes providing opportunities to delve
further into topics.
AS Law covers the content of AS Law for AQA and OCR students in a reader-friendly, accessible style. The text breaks
down the topics into manageable parts, with clear headings and subheadings, and includes examination hints and tips.
The book will be fully supported by extension materials, available via a companion website. of the main topics associated
with studies of the English Legal System and as such will be useful for law students on a range of sixth-form and further
education programmes and courses. It also provides a useful introduction to the subject for those wishing to study law at
undergraduate level who have not chosen AS Law.
AQA Law is the only set of resources to have been developed with, and exclusively endorsed by, AQA, making them the
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first choice to support the new AQA specification for AS and A2. With a range of truly blended resources, AQA Law offers
complete coverage and support through a variety of printed and electronic media.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 A Level English qualifications. Endorsed for the
AQA A/AS Level English Language specifications for first teaching from 2015, this print Student Book is suitable for all
abilities, providing stretch opportunities for the more able and additional scaffolding for those who need it. Helping bridge
the gap between GCSE and A Level, the unique three-part structure provides essential knowledge and allows students to
develop their skills through a deeper study of key topics, whilst encouraging independent learning. An enhanced digital
version and free Teacher's Resource are also available.
Focused revision for your best possible grade.
Written by an experienced author team our student book has been specifically designed to support the AQA GCSE Law
specification. It provides complete coverage of the key legal concepts for the exam as well as key cases, activities, expert
advice and revision.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: German First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 Our
Student Book has been approved by AQA. Support the transition from GCSE and through the new A-level specification
with a single textbook that has clear progression through four defined stages of learning suitable for a range of abilities.
We have developed a completely new textbook designed specifically to meet the demands of the new 2016 specification.
The Student Book covers both AS and A-level in one textbook to help students build on and develop their language skills
as they progress throughout the course. - Exposes students to authentic target language material with topical stimulus,
and film and literature tasters for every work - Supports the transition from GCSE with clear progression through four
stages of learning: transition, AS, A-level and extension - Builds grammar and translation skills with topic-related practice
and a comprehensive grammar reference section - Develops language skills with a variety of tasks, practice questions
and research activities - Gives students the tools they need to succeed with learning strategies throughout - Prepares
students for the assessment with advice on essay-writing and the new individual research project Audio resources to
accompany the Student Book must be purchased separately. They can be purchased in several ways: 1) as part of the
Boost digital teacher resources; 2) as a separate audio download; 3) as part of the Boost eBook. The audio resources
are not part of the AQA approval process.
COMPLETELY NEW FOR THE AQA AND EDUQAS 2017 SPECIFICATIONS Written by an experienced teacher and senior examiner, this
book covers all you need to know about the various concepts of law and how they fit with other areas of law and legal process. There are
plenty of tasks, self-test questions and examination practice with answers at www.drsr.org. Separate books cover other areas and are
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competitively priced. For both students and teachers this means you won't have to carry too much around and can just take what you need to
the classroom. AQA would only give approval to one publisher so this book does not carry an official badge of approval. However the AQA
Portfolio Curriculum team kindly gave advice on content and assessment to help me ensure it covers the specifications correctly and makes
the required links to the other topics. Key features include tasks, evaluation pointers, examination tips and summary diagrams. There are lots
of up-to-date examples to bring the subject to life and to show how other areas of law and the legal process can be used to illustrate all the
concepts of law. This book can be used as a self-study guide as well as in the classroom. It is written in a lively, clear and accessible way and
is designed to help students of all learning styles to understand the subject. Although written for A level it is a useful introduction to the law
needed for higher-level courses such as the Chartered Institute of Legal Executives course and various Law degree courses. Other books by
Sally Russell The 'law explained' series offers a more in-depth coverage of individual areas of law with additional tasks, examples and
examination practice. This means you can pick those topics for which you need more guidance (all the answers to tasks are included in the
booklets). As for other titles, these change quite regularly and new books may be available by the time you read this. For the most up to date
list of what is available please check my author's page on Amazon or visit my website at www.drsr.org. All my books are available in both
Kindle and paperback format.
Written by senior examiners, Peter Darwent and Ian Yule, this AQA AS Law Student Unit Guide is the essential study companion for Unit 1:
Law Making and the Legal System.This full-colour book includes all you need to know to prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the
content of the unit, with topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick-reference index examiner's advice throughout, so you will
know what to expect in the exam and will be able to demonstrate the skills required exam-style questions, with graded student responses, so
you can see clearly what is required to get a better grade
This is a major new textbook covering the main modules of the AQA A2 syllabus within a single resource. The book is specifically designed to
help students of all learning styles understand the subject. The colour design and pedagogical devices such as key case boxes, example
boxes, diagrams and tables bring the subject to life and make study interesting. The book includes summaries, task boxes and self-test
questions to help students to remember the law. It integrates into each module exam-tip boxes, essay and exam questions, and guidelines for
answers, as well as a chapter of examination advice, to help students succeed in exams and assignments.
Replacing the law for AQA textbook published in 2000, this text is written to match the subject content of the AQA, OCR and WLEC
syllabuses at AS-Level. It explains the law in clear English and at a level suitable for AS level students and their tutors. It aims to make
learning easier and more fun.
Need a bang up-to-date book matched completely to your AQA Law for AS course? Want to know that it's been written by the best author for
the subject and checked for the specification? AQA Law for AS, 4th edition is the book for you. The author, Jacqueline Martin, has helped
100,000s of students to enjoy and be successful in studying law. Editor Denis Lanser is an experienced chief examiner. Together they have
ensured that this book covers all the necessary AQA AS level topics ina clear order and in accessible language. This edition has been
revised to incorporate recent changes to the law, including full details of the new Supreme Court. There are illustrations, cartoons and
activities throughout to clarify difficult concepts and help readers remember the key information in revision. A new Exam Tips feature, written
by an experienced chief examiner, will ensure that students are better prepared than ever for the exam.
COMPLETELY NEW FOR THE AQA 2017 SPECIFICATIONS Written by an experienced teacher and senior examiner, this book covers all
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you need to know about human rights law. There are plenty of tasks, self-test questions and examination practice with answers at
www.drsr.org. Separate books cover other areas and are competitively priced. For both students and teachers this means you won't have to
carry too much around and can just take what you need to the classroom. AQA would only give approval to one publisher so this book does
not carry an official badge of approval. However the AQA Portfolio Curriculum team kindly gave advice on content and assessment to help
me ensure it covers the specifications correctly and makes the required links to the other topics. Key features include tasks, evaluation
pointers, examination tips and summary diagrams. There are lots of up-to-date examples to bring the subject to life and to show how human
rights law can be used to illustrate the non-substantive law (the nature of law and the legal system). This book can be used as a self-study
guide as well as in the classroom. It is written in a lively, clear and accessible way and is designed to help students of all learning styles to
understand the subject. Although written for A level it is a useful introduction to the law needed for higher-level courses such as the Chartered
Institute of Legal Executives course and various Law degree courses. Other books by Sally Russell The 'law explained' series offers a more
in-depth coverage of individual areas of law with additional tasks, examples and examination practice. This means you can pick those topics
for which you need more guidance (all the answers to tasks are included in the booklets). As for other titles, these change quite regularly and
new books may be available by the time you read this. For the most up to date list of what is available please check my author's page on
Amazon or visit my website at www.drsr.org. All my books are available in both Kindle and paperback format.
Exam Board: OCR Level: A-level Subject: Law First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam: June 2018 This student book is an OCR
endorsed textbook. Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 OCR AS and A Level specifications with this textbook written by
leading A Level Law authors. This engaging and accessible textbook contains complete coverage of the AS specification and combined with
Book 2 will cover the full A Level specification. From leading law authors Jacqueline Martin and Nicholas Price, it is comprehensive,
authoritative and updated with important changes to the law. - Book 1 covers all of the required content for AS Level and Book 2 covers the
additional A Level material beyond AS. - Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and
activity tasks increase your students' understanding of more difficult concepts. - Practice questions and self-test questions to help your
students prepare for their exams. This student book includes: - The Legal System for AS and A Level - Criminal Law for AS Level - Law
Making for AS and A Level - The Law of Tort for AS Level Additional A Level content is in OCR A Level Book 2 Authors: - Jacqueline Martin
LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has taught law at all levels. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law
and is an A Level Law textbook author.
Exam board: AQA Level: A-level Subject: Law First teaching: September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 This title has been selected for an
AQA approval process. Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 AQA A-level specification with this textbook written by
leading Law authors, Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas Price. This engaging and accessible textbook provides coverage of
the new AQA A-level Law specification and features authoritative and up-to-date material on the important changes to the law. - Book 2
includes the second section of all mandatory units and both the Human Rights Law and Contract Law optional units. - Important, up-to-date
and interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and activity tasks increase your students' understanding of more
difficult concepts. - Practice questions and 'check your understanding' questions to help you prepare for your exams. Authors: - Jacqueline
Martin LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has taught law at all levels. - Richard Wortley has taught law at all levels.
He has held a number of examining and assessing roles over the past 25 years. He retired from a management position in a large FE College
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to work freelance in law teacher support, writing and assessment work. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law and an A-Level
Law textbook author.
Winner of the 2015 International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award Winner of the 2014 James Tait Black Prize Shortlisted for the 2013 Man
Booker Prize Shortlisted for the 2013 Goldsmiths Prize Shortlisted for the 2014 Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction As late summer steals
in and the final pearls of barley are gleaned, a village comes under threat. A trio of outsiders - two men and a dangerously magnetic woman arrives on the woodland borders triggering a series of events that will see Walter Thirsk's village unmade in just seven days: the harvest
blackened by smoke and fear, cruel punishment meted out to the innocent, and allegations of witchcraft. But something even darker is at the
heart of Walter's story, and he will be the only man left to tell it . . .
First published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Exam Board: AQA Level: KS3 Subject: Science First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 Inspire students to progress with this
fresh and contemporary take on Science, brought to life through clear explanations and real-world examples that are tailored to the new AQA
Entry Level Certificate in Science specification requirements. - Provides you with a very different sort of textbook to help engage students
who are disillusioned or struggling with their science study; full of relevant contexts, exciting photographs and a sense of fun. - Offers
activities that will demonstrate students' understanding in a variety of ways, from factual recall and enquiry skills, to group discussion and
creative/artistic tasks. - Created to support students with lower literacy levels. - Provides comprehensive support for non-specialist or lessconfident teachers when used in conjunction with the online Teaching & Learning resources. - Offers flexibility to use with either Entry Level
students or as a support resources for Foundation-tier GCSE Combined Science candidates.
The most up-to-date AQA A2 Law textbook - from the number 1 A-Level Law author - that will prepare your for your exams. This engaging
and accessible textbook provides complete coverage of the whole AQA A2 specification. From the leading law author, it is comprehensive,
authoritative and updated with important changes to the law. Now includes: - Fully updated with the latest changes to criminal, tort and
contract law - Important and interesting cases and scenarios to highlight key points - Activities to increase your students'understanding of
more difficult concepts - Examination practice, past-paper questions and self-test questions to help your students prepare for their exams
Develop your students' knowledge, skills and understanding so that they can reason and apply mathematical techniques in solving problems;
with resources developed specifically for the AQA specification by subject specialists and MEI (Mathematics in Education and Industry). Ensure targeted development of reasoning and problem-solving skills with practice questions and differentiated exercises that build
mathematical techniques. - Help build connections between topics with points of interest and things to notice such as links to real world
examples and noticing patterns in the mathematics. - Develop understanding, address misconceptions and progress skills further with a
variety of worked examples and solutions, practice questions and activities. - Enhance individual understanding with discussion points
designed for the classroom. - Consolidate understanding with end of chapter summaries of the key points.
Boost confidence with our all-in-one textbook for AQA A-level Physical Education. This updated and accessible textbook combines Year 1
and Year 2 content with brand new assessment preparation to provide detailed support for both the academic and practical elements of the
course. This book: - Develops conceptual understanding with thorough coverage of topics on the AQA A-level specification together in one
book - Includes updates to 'end of chapter practice' questions and assessment preparation - Contains summaries, diagrams and key
questions to direct thinking and aid revision - Stretches, challenges and encourages independent thinking and a deeper understanding
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through extension questions, stimulus material and suggestions for further reading - Features definitions of key terms to aid and consolidate
understanding of technical vocabulary and concepts - Builds sound knowledge and understanding, analysis, evaluation and application skills
through activities This Student Book has been approved by AQA
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